Top News

- **Authorities Maintain Suppression Over Deceased Activist Li Wangyang's Friends, Family:** Many friends and relatives of Li Wangyang, the labor activist who died on June 6 under suspicious circumstances, remain under soft detention and some have fallen completely out of contact. Authorities have clamped down on these individuals due to questioning over the cause of Li's death, which authorities maintain was a suicide.

- **Labor NGOs in Guangdong Facing Harassment, Potential Closure:** Labor NGOs in Guangdong Province, particularly in factory-filled Shenzhen, have reported greater pressure and harassment from authorities since February, with some grassroots NGOs being forcibly evicted from their offices and effectively shut down. Provincial measures outlined last year may only increase authorities' control over NGOs and threaten the existence of organizations that have posed challenges to the government.
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**Arbitrary Detention**

**Artist Criminally Detained for Performance Piece About Tiananmen Massacre**

Beijing-based artist **Hua Yong (华涌)** has been criminally detained on a charge of “creating a disturbance” after being seized on June 4 near Tiananmen Square right as he began a performance piece commemorating the anniversary of the Tiananmen Massacre. The Tongzhou District branch of the Beijing Public Security Bureau issued Hua’s detention notice, and he is being detained at the Tongzhou District Detention Center. There is no information available on the whereabouts of a photographer, **Guo Zhenming (郭珍明)**, who was also taken from the scene of the performance. Originally from Liaoning Province, Hua Yong also held an artistic performance last year related to June Fourth that led to a 15-day administrative detention. (CHRD)

**Shanghai Woman Gets 15-Day Administrative Detention for “Illegal Petitioning”**

**Yin Huimin (尹慧敏)**, a resident of Shanghai, was issued a 15-day administrative detention for “illegal petitioning” after being seized on June 1 while pursuing justice in Beijing. After being taken into custody, Yin was returned to Shanghai and issued a punishment by the Changning District branch of the Shanghai Municipal Public Security Bureau (PSB). Local court and PSB officials have often retaliated against Yin for her petitioning; she has been detained numerous times in black jails, given prior administrative detentions, and endured other forms of harassment and violent treatment, including being shackled and handcuffed. (CHRD)
Shandong Woman Detained for “Illegal Assembly and Demonstration” Released Early Due to Poor Health, Suicidal Protest

Shandong petitioner Hao Weiying (郝伟英), who received a 15-day administrative detention after taking part in a demonstration in Beijing, was freed early due to poor health and after she protested her punishment by apparently trying to hang herself. On June 5, Hao was among more than 40 petitioners who held banners and shouted slogans in front of the entrance to the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, which is charged with rooting out corruption and malfeasance among Communist Party cadres. Issued a punishment for “illegal assembly and demonstration,” Hao was in extreme pain from various illnesses, including complications from breast cancer, while detained at the Laizhou City Detention House. She asked to be taken to a hospital for medical treatment, but police denied the request. On June 12, a surveillance camera reportedly caught Hao trying to hang herself in protest over her treatment, and police were able to bring her safely down to the ground. After finally taking her to a hospital the next day, police released Hao—on a basis of “leniency”—on June 14, about a week before her detention was set to end.

Before the demonstration in Beijing, Hao had applied to her local authorities to hold the activity, but police did not grant her permission, claiming that it would “severely undermine the social order.” Hao was issued a prior detention in April after protesting outside the State Letters and Visits Bureau in Beijing. She was released early that time as well, however, as authorities feared for her life after Hao lost consciousness several times due to her bad health. (CHRD)

Hebei Man Sent to Second RTL Term for Exposing Corruption

Hebei rights defender Liu Ruisheng (刘瑞生) is serving a 15-month Re-education through Labor punishment—his recent second stint in RTL—after petitioning in Beijing in January. Though the Hengshui City RTL Committee originally ordered Liu to RTL in January, Liu was reportedly not sent to an RTL facility until early April. Detained at the Hengshui City RTL, Liu previously was given a one-year RTL term in September of 2010 and was released a year later. He then resumed his petitioning activities, which have focused on exposing economic corruption among local village cadres. (CHRD)

Anhui Woman Given Detention After Petitioning in Beijing

A woman from Anhui Province, petitioner Zhang Wenying (张文英), was recently given a seven-day administrative detention after petitioning near the National People’s Congress Letters and Visits Office in Beijing. Interceptors from Zhang’s hometown of Suzhou seized Zhang on June 13 and returned her to Anhui two days later, where she was held in a black jail for two days. She then was issued the detention on June 16, reportedly after officers from the Beiguan Police Station discussed her case with higher-level authorities. Zhang has petitioned after
unsuccessfully seeking justice through civil appeals in local courts over a breeding farm transfer agreement that she and her husband have viewed as unfair. (CHRD)\(^{v}\)

**Enforced Disappearance**

**Harbin Lawyer Wei Liangyue Now Held Incommunicado Over Three Weeks**

Heilongjiang human rights lawyer **Wei Liangyue (韦良玥)** has been held incommunicado for more than three weeks, with authorities not disclosing either his place of detention or a reason for his being held. National security officers from the Nangang District of Harbin seized Wei from his home on May 25. Days later, a Harbin official merely told Wei’s wife that her husband is being held in a secret location and undergoing a period of “study,” but he would not elaborate. Since then, Harbin authorities have refused to provide further information to his wife, who has gone with a lawyer **Xie Yanyi (谢燕益)**, to inquire about Wei’s fate. The two have even gone to the city and provincial procuratorates to seek Wei’s release. (CHRD)\(^{vi}\)

**Harassment of Activists**

**Authorities Keep Tight Grip Over Deceased Activist Li Wangyang’s Friends, Family**

Several friends and relatives of **Li Wangyang (李旺阳)**, the labor activist who died on June 6 under suspicious circumstances, are still under soft detention or have fallen completely out of contact, many for refusing to sign guarantees not to question the cause of Li’s death, which authorities maintain was a suicide. **Yin Zheng’an (尹正安)** is only the latest of Li’s friends to lose contact with the outside world. Yin had been held under soft detention at home for nearly two weeks, and before falling out contact Yin reportedly told a friend that several individuals came to his home on June 17 and advised him to “go travel.”

Two weeks after Li Wangyang’s death, Li’s younger sister, **Li Wangling (李旺玲)**, and her husband, **Zhao Baozhu (赵宝珠)** are still under soft detention, as are **Huang Lihong (黄丽红)**, **Lei Deming (雷德明)**, and **Li Zanmin (李赞民)**. The whereabouts of several others who have sought clarity on Li’s death—**Zhou Zhirong (周志荣)**, **Zhang Shanguang (张善光)**, and **Li Jian’an (黎建安)**—are unknown. Other friends of Li—including **Liu Shuiian (刘水连)**, **Liu Shaohua (刘少华)**, and **Ouyang Jinghua (欧阳经华)**—have also been questioned by authorities. Activist **Zhu Chengzhi (朱承志)**, among several activists seized on June 9, was subsequently given a 10-day detention on a charge of “disrupting social order” after casting doubts online about how Li died. (CHRD)\(^{vii}\)
Harassment of Human Rights Lawyers

Guangdong Lawyer Tang Jingling Stymied in Investigation of Activist Li Wangyang’s Death, Wife Faces Harassment at Home

Guangdong human rights lawyer Tang Jingling (唐荆陵) made little headway when trying to look into the death of labor activist Li Wangyang (李旺阳), and authorities also went to Tang’s home several times and harassed his wife. Tang, who happened to be in Hunan doing research when Li was found dead in a hospital room on June 6, was brought on by the activist’s relatives to seek more answers about Li’s death, which was ruled a suicide by police under suspicious circumstances. After meeting with Li’s relatives on June 7, Tang went to Dayang Hospital to conduct research, but the room where Li’s body had been found was locked, and when Tang went back to the hospital later he saw the room was being guarded. Tang later submitted an appeal to local authorities to cease harassment of Li’s family members and friends a proper investigation can be conducted. As authorities moved to suppress and intimidate many people close to Li, friends advised Tang to leave Shaoyang, which he eventually did before departing Hunan altogether on June 12. According to Tang’s wife, authorities in Guangzhou came to their home in Guangzhou everyday to harass her after Tang had gone to Hunan, claiming that they were “looking for someone,” or most likely waiting for Tang to return home. (CHRD)viii

Law & Policy Watch

Guangdong Labor NGOs Face More Harassment as Authorities “Strengthen” Their Management

Labor NGOs in Guangdong have reported increased pressure and harassment from the authorities beginning from early this year. Since February, a number of grassroots labor NGOs—including the Shenzhen Chunfen Labor Dispute Service Center, Dagongzhe Migrant Workers Center, and Time Women Workers Service—have been forcibly evicted from their offices, causing some of these organizations to effectively close down. It is suspected that landlords who ousted these NGOs acted under pressure from authorities. Lately, some of these NGOs have also faced more frequent inspections by government agencies, and the Shenzhen Administration for Industry and Commerce closed down one NGO for being “unregistered.” Unidentified individuals have also monitored and harassed another organization.

A year ago, in July 2011, the Guangdong provincial government issued “Decisions on Strengthening Social Construction,” which spells out some widely lauded proposals for migrant workers as well as for NGOs, like simplifying registration procedures so that certain categories of NGOs can register directly with the Ministry of Civil Affairs. However, some grassroots labor NGOs have since confronted greater official harassment than before, while the government also recently set up a new coalition of labor NGOs under an official provincial
labor union. The organizations that have faced harassment believe that the new coalition aims to absorb NGOs that are cooperative with the government while isolating organizations that have worked more independently. If this is the case, the new measures outlined last year might be a move by the authorities to increase control over NGOs, thus threatening the survival of those that have challenged the government in various ways, including by defending human rights. (CHRD)
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